Harness the power
of Cloud Computing
to customize processes,
serve customers better,
and scale faster.
Who we are

What makes us distinct

We are Proseraa, an agile and proficient Salesforce™ and IBM
Cloud Partner. We work hard to build and scale businesses for
clients with the world’s best cloud computing technologies within
the shortest possible time. Our end-to-end cloud solutions for
clients are based on the latest and advanced cloud technologies
that help to simplify, improve, transform and accelerate business
outcomes rapidly, while improving productivity.

Proseraa works like an extended team for clients. We operate
closely with all stakeholders to understand the business
challenges before designing and suggesting a comprehensive
solution. What sets us apart is our ability to align accurately,
leading cloud technologies like Salesforce™ and IBM Cloud,
to the client’s needs. Our goal is to deliver the most profitable,
appropriate solutions to solve business challenges.

What we can do for business
Improve sales
pipeline

Increase
productivity

Reinvent
IT processes

Provide better service
to customers

Reduce risk
and response time

Build a community

Gain market leadership

Increase revenue

Optimize inter-department
collaborations

Automate Processes

Our Partners
Proseraa collaborates with the industry’s most trusted
cloud computing companies to provide clients with access
to cutting-edge, advanced technologies, augmented with
best-in-class technical support. Our partners are our backbone
and we work closely with them to stay ahead of the latest
developments and market trends.

Website: www.proseraa.com | Phone: +91 988 661 2226 | Email: hello@proseraa.com

Our Offerings & Capabilities

Industries We Serve

By combining professional expertise with the industry’s
most trusted cloud computing companies, we bring innovation,
speed and customer success to clients. Our three key aspects
of engagement are Design, Build and Establish.

Our range of offerings and capabilities span various
business functions like Sales, Service, Marketing, Finance,
HR and Administration across multiple industries such as
Manufacturing, Hi-Tech, Education, Real Estate and Non-Profit.

Salesforce™ Success Cloud
Solve real business problems with Salesforce™, the world’s #1 CRM ecosystem.
SALESFORCE™
OFFERINGS

Implementation
Design

Salesforce
Integration
Services

Custom App Sales Process
Development Automation

Service Process
Automation

Salesforce
Migration
Automation

CAPABILITIES

Sales Cloud

Service Cloud

Community
Cloud

Non-Profit
Service Pack

APEX/Visual
Force/Lightning

Pardot

CPQ

Our Certifications

IBM Cloud
Compute, network, store, manage, integrate and do more with one cloud.
IBM OFFERINGS

Software as a Service (SaaS) Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)

Platform as a service (PaaS)

CAPABILITIES

• SIEM as a Service
• Email and Collaboration
as a Service
• MDM as a Service

•
•
•
•

• Migration of On Premise Infra to Cloud
• Setting up of Hybrid Cloud Infra
• Setting up of Disaster Recovery (DR)
Site on Cloud
• Data Center Consolidation & Relocation

MWare on Cloud
DevOps on Cloud
Blockchain on Cloud
Artificial Intelligence

Our Certifications

Our Founders

What we impact

Proseraa was founded by three technology professionals,
Santhosh Vijayakumar, Viswanath P and Vijayendra Neelagiri,
who are also the Directors of the company. Having spent more
than a decade working in technology companies, and deeply
interested in latest technologies, the trio launched Proseraa.
Their aim is to enable clients with the latest cloud-based
technologies that can rapidly improve profitability.

Proseraa views a client’s business as a dynamic, evolving
and growing entity that requires due diligence at every step.
For businesses that are moving from legacy systems to the
cloud, we prioritize risk mitigation as part of the strategy, right
from ‘Level 1 Day 1’ to enable a seamless, secure, transfer of
applications to a reliable cloud platform of choice.
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